Monte Carlo simulation and self-consistent integral equation theory for polymers in quenched random media.
The conformational properties and static structure of freely jointed hard-sphere chains in matrices composed of stationary hard spheres are studied using Monte Carlo simulations and integral equation theory. The simulations show that the chain size is a nonmonotonic function of the matrix density when the matrix spheres are the same size as the monomers. When the matrix spheres are of the order of the chain size the chain size decreases monotonically with increasing matrix volume fraction. The simulations are used to test the replica-symmetric polymer reference interaction site model (RSP) integral equation theory. When the simulation results for the intramolecular correlation functions are input into the theory, the agreement between theoretical predictions and simulation results for the pair-correlation functions is quantitative only at the highest fluid volume fractions and for small matrix sphere sizes. The RSP theory is also implemented in a self-consistent fashion, i.e., the intramolecular and intermolecular correlation functions are calculated self-consistently by combining a field theory with the integral equations. The theory captures qualitative trends observed in the simulations, such as the nonmonotonic dependence of the chain size on media fraction.